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Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy for measurement of mechanical
damping: Comparison with broadband viscoelastic spectroscopy
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This article compares resonant ultrasound spectroscopy~RUS! and other resonant methods for the
determination of viscoelastic properties such as damping. RUS scans from 50 to 500 kHz were
conducted on cubical specimens of several materials including brass, aluminum alloys, and
polymethyl~methacrylate! ~PMMA!, a glassy polymer. Comparison of damping over the frequency
ranges for broadband viscoelastic spectroscopy~BVS! and RUS for indium tin alloy in shear modes
of deformation discloses a continuation of the tand power-law trend for ultrasonic frequencies up
to 300 kHz. For PMMA, resonant peaks were sufficiently broad that higher modes in RUS began to
overlap. Tand via RUS and BVS for PMMA agreed well in the frequency range where the methods
overlap. RUS is capable of measuring tand as high as several percent at the fundamental frequency.
Since higher modes are closely spaced, it is impractical to determine tand above 0.01–0.02 at
frequencies other than the fundamental. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy~RUS! involves scan-
ning the resonance structure of a compact specimen such
cube, parallelpiped, or short cylinder.1–3 In a typical embodi-
ment of the method, a rectangular parallelpiped or cu
sample is supported by transducers at opposite corners.
ners are used since they always move during vibration~they
are never nodes! and they provide elastically weak couplin
to the transducers. Piezoelectric ceramics such as le
zirconate–titanate~PZT! plates are suitable as broadba
transducers. One transducer excites the vibration, and
other converts the resonant motion to an electrical sig
The specimen is supported by contact pressure; it does
require cementing or the use of coupling agents. The re
nance structure, from about 50 kHz to more than 10 M
depending on the specimen size, is complex, however
vances in computation capacity have enabled the back ca
lation of material properties from the resonance frequenc
RUS is capable of determining all the elastic moduliCi jkl of
one specimen of an anisotropic material. The method is
capable of static or low frequency studies. The use of m
chanical resonance to infer material properties is not new
may predate the industrial revolution.4 British railroad engi-
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neers tapped the wheels of a train and used the soun
detect cracks.4 Mechanical resonance of tissue has been u
as a diagnostic tool for hundreds of years. Physicians
able to obtain important diagnostic information by press
the patient’s body with one finger and tapping~percussing!
with another finger. The sounds produced and the tactile s
sations felt reveal to the examiner the condition of the u
derlying tissue.5,6 Percussion as a diagnostic tool dates fro
a publication in 1761 by Auenbrugger.7 Percussion sound
have also been used8 to diagnose bone fracture healing.

Some studies of damping have been done via RUS, e
study of Ni80P20 has disclosed tand in the range 1024– 2
31023 at 320 kHz over a range of temperature.9 Hered is
the phase angle between stress and strain, or the rati
imaginary to real part of the modulus. Tand is also the in-
verse of the quality factorQ. Mechanical damping is impor
tant in applications of vibration abatement and as a probe
phase transitions, defects in crystals, and dislocation mo
ity. In principle,3 one can determine the full anisotropy o
mechanicalQ, however the method has not been develop
One difficulty is the identification of the vibration mode i
question. Damping, tand, can be determined but interpreta
tion depends on identification of the vibration mode. Mo
resonant frequencies in RUS depend on combinations
elastic constants,3 and the width of resonant peaks depen
on combinations of complex moduli.10 Broadband viscoelas
tic spectroscopy~BVS!11 covers a wider range of frequency
il:
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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11 decades~a factor of 1011! of time and frequency at sub
resonant frequencies and at pure resonant modes. BV
restricted to damping in torsion~shear! and bending~axial
deformation!. The wide range of time and frequency w
achieved by minimizing the inertia attached to the specim
using a simple specimen geometry governed by a kno
analytical solution amenable to numerical inversion, and
ing driving and detection methods free of resonances
also capable of quasistatic tests.

In this article, we explore the utility of RUS for me
chanical damping measurements, particularly for material
high damping.

II. THEORY

A. Resonance of an isotropic cube

Most of the natural frequenciesn of a vibrating cube,
even an isotropic one, are not amenable to solution by a
lytical means. However the Mindlin–Lame´12 modes have an
analytical solution

n5
m

L&
AG

r
, ~1!

with m5G as the shear modulus,13 r as density,L as the
length of a cube side, andm as an integer. This formulation
can handle anisotropy. For example,G is replaced by the
modulus elementC44, C66, or C55 depending on sample
orientation. For an isotropic material, the principal she
moduli are equal:C445C665C555G.

Following Demarest14 the lowest mode is a torsiona
mode

n5
&

pL
AG

r
. ~2!

The torsion frequency is lower than Mindlin–Lame´ by a fac-
tor of about 1.57. Demarest used numerical methods to
termine the natural frequencies of the remaining mo
which are shown in Fig. 1. Mindlin15 analytically derived the
torsion modes of long elastic bars, however a short ba
cube differs from a long bar, since warp motion is more fr
in the case of a cube.

B. Resonance of a circular cylinder

For the torsional oscillation of a circular cylindrical ro
of a linearly viscoelastic material, fixed at one end and f
of constraint, with an applied moment~sinusoidal in time! at
the other end, the stiffness and inertia are distribu
throughout the entire rod as in cube resonance. This rod r
nance configuration is referred to as ‘‘fixed-free’’ in the e
perimental literature, and it is the configuration used in
BVS system. The dynamic structural rigidity16 is the ratio of
applied external momentM to the angular displacementu;
the rigidity is complex sinceM andu need not be in phase
In the following the compliance, which is the inverse of t
rigidity, is normalized to its quasistatic value

G5UF ~ 1
2rpR4!~v2L !

cotV*

V*
2I atv

2G21UUpR4

2L
G* U, ~3!
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in which

V* 5Arv2L2

G*
, ~4!

with I at as the attached mass moment of inertia,L as the rod
length, andR as the radius of the rod. The loss tangent tad
is defined as the ratio of the imaginary to the real part ofG* .
The lowest natural frequency is, for fixed-free torsional
bration in the absence of end inertia,

n5
1

4L
AuG* u

r
. ~5!

Higher modes occur in the ratio 1, 3, 5, 7, 9̄in the absence
of damping. The lowest natural frequency for a cylinder w
both ends free~‘‘free–free’’ configuration! is twice as large
as in Eq.~5!, and about 10% greater than for a cube of t
same length following Eq.~2!. One can study resonance of
free–free cylinder via RUS, but many other modes a
present in addition to torsional ones.

C. Determination of damping tan d

Mechanical damping tand can be extracted from exper
mental data by fitting an exact analytical expression such
Eq. ~3! to the cylinder resonance data. Such a proced
cannot be done for RUS since there is no exact analyt
expression for the cube resonance structure. For small tad,
one may use several approximation schemes to infer da
ing from a peak of the resonance curve. For example, in
half-width approach, the dynamic compliance is determin
at a resonance; then the oscillator is tuned until the respo
is half the value at resonance. The damping is given by

tand'
1

)

Dv

v1
, ~6!

FIG. 1. Normalized frequencies of an isotropic cube as a function of P
son’s ratio~adapted from Ref. 14!.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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2857Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 7, July 2000 Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy
in which v1 is the angular frequency at a resonance. TheDv
represents the full width of the resonance curve at half m
mum amplitude. The relative width of the resonance curv
referred to asQ21, with Q as the ‘‘quality factor,’’ a term
also used in describing resonant behavior in other syst
including electric circuits. Derivation of exact relations b
tweenQ and tand for high values of damping generally re
quires a model of the viscoelastic response of the materi17

In rubbery materials for which tand approaches 1, numerica
techniques based on Newton’s method were used to ex
material phase angles from structural phase angles
resonances18 of a cylinder following Eq.~3!.

One may also fit the data to a Lorentzian function
follows. For a lumped system in which the attached inertia
large, the normalized dynamic torsional compliance is19

G5A 1

@12~n/n0!2#21tan2 d
, ~7!

in which tand is the loss tangent, a measure of mechan
damping. The dependence of thisG on frequency is referred
to as a Lorentzian function, sometimes called a Lorentz
line shape in view of the form of the spectral lines associa
with electromagnetic radiation~light! from atomic reso-
nances. The Lorentzian is a reasonable approximation o
resonant peak of a distributed system as well, provided
damping is small.

III. PROCEDURES

A. Materials

Several solid materials including brass, polymeth
~methacrylate! ~PMMA!, and aluminum alloy~6061-T6,
6061-T651! were used for this research as shown in Tabl
Each specimen was cut using a low-speed diamond saw.
cubic brass sample is composed of 89% copper, 5% tin,
3% zinc and is commonly known as ‘‘Lead-Free 836
~FEDERALLOY I-836®, Southern Alloy of America, Inc.
P.O. Box 1150, Salisbury, NC 28145!. The material proper-
ties, Young’s modulusE5106.9 GPa and Poisson’s rat
0.35 were provided by the manufacturer.

PMMA, a viscoelastic polymer also called Plexiglas®,
has a loss tangent of about 0.1 at 1 Hz and decrease
around 0.03 near 1 kHz.20 PMMA has a Young’s modulus o
3.5 GPa and a shear modulus of 1 GPa near 1 Hz.20 A speci-
men of PMMA was prepared with dimensions shown
Table I. The tolerance on the specimen varied accordin
the difficulty of machining the specimen.

TABLE I. Specimen dimensions.

Material Dimension~cm! Tolerance~cm! Mass~g!

Brass 1.00131.00131.001 60.001 8.175
A1(6061-T651) 1.00131.00230.998 60.002 2.682
A1(6061-T6) 0.4430.4430.44 60.001 0.229
InSn 0.22830.23030.230 60.002 0.085
PMMA 0.25030.25833.070 60.002 0.218
PMMA 1.0431.0431.02 60.001 1.196
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Several aluminum alloy specimens were studied. Th
were type 6061-T6, for which21 E568.9 GPa, G
525.9 GPa, tand'3.631026, and type 6061-T651 for
which E569 GPa,G526 GPa.

B. RUS procedure

The RUS system is made by Dynamic Resonance S
tems,~255 Lane 13, Powell, WY 82435!, model DRS modu-
lus I. It consists of two data processing boards and one se
PZT transducers. Each transducer has a face diameter
mm and length of 3 mm. Each specimen was mounted by
corners between the transducers, as shown in Fig. 2.
PZT probes were offset from the center of the sample in
mounting process. The transmitting transducer was c
nected to the rf output transducer, which drives the spe
men. The other transducer converts the resonant motio
the specimen to an electrical signal. The transducers
mounted on symmetrically mounted plastic arms. Each a
is supported by two springs so that one can adjust the he
of the transducers. For isotropic materials, there was no n
to keep track of sample direction during mounting, while t
anisotropic samples were placed with careful reference
their anisotropic axis. Data processing was done using s
ware developed by DRS Inc in an IBM Pentium PC co
nected to the RUS system.

By using Eq.~2!, the lowest torsional moden was cal-
culated to set the frequency range to be scanned. Trans
ting transducer gain was suitably set to achieve a clear s
trum. Given settings for the frequency range and the num
of data points, the RUS system plotted the resonant resp
spectrum. The real and imaginary parts of the signal w
saved and exported. Data were plotted using Kaleidagr
graphic software and a Lorentzian function was fitted to
lected resonant peaks for inference of damping.

C. BVS procedure

Viscoelastic testing was performed using t
modified11,22 broadband viscoelastic spectrosco

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of RUS apparatus.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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2858 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 7, July 2000 Lee, Lakes, and Lal
apparatus18 shown in Fig. 3. The instrument is capable
torsion and bending studies in creep, subresonant dyna
and resonant dynamic oscillation upon the same specim
The wide frequency range capability of this apparatus is p
ticularly useful in testing composites and other materi
which are thermorheologically complex. The specimen w
mounted using a cyanoacrylate cement at the top to its
port rod and at the bottom to a high intensity neodymiu
iron boron magnet. The magnet used here had dimens
2.7232.9233.34 mm and a mass of 0.185 g. The mirr
mass was 0.012 g. Two mirrors were used since it was fo
that the asymmetrical inertia of a single mirror on the mag
caused undesirable coupling between torsion and bendin

Dynamic experiments were conducted by applying
amplified sinusoidal voltage from a digital function genera
to the Helmholtz coil. This coil imposed a magnetic field
the permanent magnet and transmitted an axial torque on
specimen. The angular displacement of the specimen
measured using laser light reflected from a mirror moun
on the magnet to a split-diode light detector. The detec
signal was amplified with a wideband differential amplifie
Torque was inferred from the Helmholtz coil current. Torq
calculations were supported by calibrations using the w
characterized type 6061 Al alloy described above.18 Input
and output voltages were recorded using a digital data ac
sition system containing a Macintosh computer and L
VIEW® interface hardware and software, which was a
used to determine the phase angle at the lower frequen
The phase angle was determined using a lock-in ampl
~SRS 850! with claimed phase resolution 0.001°. The fr
quency range was segmented into two regions since the
frequency range necessitated different time constant sett

A Lorentzian curve fit was used to obtain mechani
damping for each specimen. A theoretical curve for the re
nant regime of PMMA was generated using Eq.~3!. Input
data were the shear modulus at 1 kHz, the specimen dim
sions and mass, and the end inertia (4.33310210kg m4) cal-

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of BVS apparatus.
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culated from the mass and dimensions of the magnet
mirrors. Damping was assumed to follow a power law ov
the limited frequency range of the resonances, with the sl
determined from damping inferred from Lorentzian fits
the two lowest modes.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are no standard materials for viscoelasticity st
ies, since the physical processes which give rise to viscoe
tic behavior tend to depend on specimen prepara
methods as well as on environmental variables such as
perature and humidity. Therefore detailed quantitative co
parisons with other results cannot be made. Even so,
may make comparisons between RUS and BVS for the s
specimen as well as with the literature.

A representative RUS spectrum for a brass cube
shown in Fig. 4. The experimental frequency scale was n
malized to the first torsional mode at 92.7 kHz. The triang
on the horizontal axis of the graph show the theoretical n
mal mode frequencies calculated following Demarest.14 The
experimental torsional~lowest! mode was split into two
peaks differing by about 1.6%. The splitting cannot be
cribed to deviations from perfect cubic shape since th
deviations would only account for 0.1% splitting~see Table
I!. The splitting is therefore due to anisotropy. The lowe
mode is clearly distinguishable because the torsional
quency is far from the others as in Fig. 1. Higher modes
closer together; even so, the peaks are well defined s
they are sharp. Experimental resonant frequencies gene
agree with the theoretical resonant frequencies fr
Demarest.14 An expanded plot of the lowest mode is show
in Fig. 5. The inferred tand for the brass cube calculated b
using the Lorentzian curve fit, Eq.~7!, for the lowest~tor-
sional! mode is tand54.431024. The half width approach
Eq. ~6!, gave tand5531024 to one significant figure owing

FIG. 4. RUS spectrum for a brass cube. Received amplitude in volts
frequency. Theoretical modes~Demarest! for a perfect isotropic cube of
Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 are shown at bottom for comparison. Numbers ab
peaks indicate normalized frequency.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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to the sparse set of data points in the narrow peak. Bras
known to have a low damping, less than 0.001, in harmo
with the present results.

The RUS spectrum of aluminum alloy 6061-T651
shown in Fig. 6. The aluminum sample was smoother t
brass making it more difficult to mount and align the cube
the RUS system. The experimental frequency was norm
ized at 142.9 kHz where the first mode was observed.
experimental torsional~lowest! mode was split into two
peaks differing by about 2%. The splitting cannot be
cribed to deviations from perfect cubic shape since th
deviations would only account for 0.2% splitting~see Table
I!. The splitting is therefore due to anisotropy, possibly d
to rolling during the manufacturing process. Inferred tad
was 8.831024 at 144 kHz. For aluminum alloy 6061-T6
inferred tand was 2.231024 at 331 kHz. The true damping
is much lower: tand53.631026, measured at 1 kHz in a
low-background lumped resonator.21 Therefore the apparen
damping is dominated by radiation of ultrasound into the

FIG. 5. Detail of RUS spectrum of a brass cube, with curve fit of a Lore
zian ~solid line!.

FIG. 6. RUS spectrum for an aluminum alloy cube, type T651. Theoret
modes~Demarest! for a perfect isotropic cube of Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 a
shown for comparison.
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This is not an intrinsic limitation of RUS, as discussed b
low.

PMMA has a higher mechanical damping tand than
brass or aluminum. The RUS frequency spectrum fo
PMMA cube is shown in Fig. 7. The inferred tand calculated
by using the Lorentzian curve fit for the lowest~torsional!
mode is 0.032. Observe that the higher modes for PMMA
the RUS results overlap and are not distinguishable, since
comparatively high tand of this polymer gives rise to broad
resonant peaks. For example, modes Fa1 and Ss1 are
next higher modes after the fundamental for normal value
Poisson’s ratio, following Fig. 1. These modes are separa
by 0.037 of the Fa1 frequency. Following Eq.~6!, if tand
;0.037, the mode peaks will overlap, precluding a meani
ful measurement. For tand50.02 one can begin to distin
guish the peaks if they are of equal magnitude. If one wer
use the method of resonant half widths, Eq.~6!, interpreta-
tion of a split peak would be problematical unless tand were
less than about 0.005. It is possible that overlap of hig
modes could be eliminated by selectively exciting them
pure modes by control of specimen angulation, but t
would complicate the RUS system. The Ds1 mode shown
Fig. 1 would be of particular interest since it reveals v
coelasticity in the bulk modulus, hence aspects of free v
ume in the case of polymers. However for realistic values
Poisson’s ratio it overlaps several other modes.

PMMA dynamic compliance spectra via BVS are plott
in Fig. 8. Both experimental and theoretical data in Fig. 8
normalized to the value at 1 kHz. Also shown is a theoreti
curve based on an assumption of magnet end inertia
eighth the actual value. By comparing, one observes
higher modes are reduced in magnitude by the end inertia
any case, they are more widely separated than in the cas
RUS. The mechanical damping inferred from both the s
resonant and resonant spectra of PMMA is shown in Fig
These resonances follow the power law curve fit. The dam
ing is presented as a solid line in Fig. 9. Tand from the first
torsion mode from RUS results is shown as a solid triang

-

l

FIG. 7. RUS spectrum for a PMMA cube. Theoretical modes~Demarest! for
a perfect isotropic cube of Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 are shown at bottom
comparison.~Inset! spectrum over a wider range of frequency.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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Some of the higher RUS modes follow the power law tre
line, which suggests that some of the overlapping modes
excited more strongly than others. The broad damping p
called a b peak, is consistent with the results
Koppellmann.20

In existing experimental methods, some modificatio
are needed if tand is very large or very small. For low los
materials, it is necessary to eliminate all spurious source
damping other than that in the specimen itself.23 Errors can
arise due to radiation of sound energy into the air. Th
errors cause the apparent loss to be greater than the
material loss. To eliminate such errors, it may be neces
to perform the experiments in an evacuated chamber.
tand<1024, precautions of this type are usually necessa
Sound radiation errors have been studied for RUS.24 As one
might expect, they are more severe for compressional mo
than torsional modes. Moreover, the resonating specim
must be supported in some way, and that support can in

FIG. 8. BVS dynamic compliance spectrum for PMMA:~points! experi-
ment, ~crosses,1! theoretical plot based on measured geometrical and
ertial properties;~dash line! theoretical plot based on end inertia 1/8
actual value.

FIG. 9. Tand via BVS and RUS for PMMA:~squares! BVS subresonant
Lissajous method,~dense points! BVS lock-in method;~solid circles! BVS
lowest two resonances;~solid line! BVS from curve fit in Fig. 8;~solid
triangle! RUS lowest mode.
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duce spurious losses. The point contact used in RUS is
vantageous in this regard since it generates a large mism
in mechanical impedance. Alternatively in other free–fr
resonance methods, one may support the specimen b
greased thread at a vibration node.23 In BVS, parasitic loss
due to transmission of waves into the fixed end is minimiz
by using a comparatively thick support rod of stiff, den
material such as steel or tungsten to achieve a large
match in acoustic impedance and by using a slender sp
men. For example,19 for a metal alloy specimen of diamete
3 mm and shear modulus 15 GPa, the parasitic dampin
about 1026 below resonance and 531024 at resonances
The latter value is comparable to air damping. BVS is ove
better suited to materials of comparatively high loss, tad
from 0.005 to 1.

BVS and RUS may be considered complementary me
ods. For example, by combining BVS and RUS we are a
to expand the frequency range of testing. This benefit is c
in Fig. 10 which shows the combined results for cast In–
The capability of measuring mechanical damping was
tended by using the RUS system. We remark that cutting
other handling of such a material can alter the dislocat
structure, hence the damping.

RUS has the advantage that specimens are held in
apparatus by point contact; there is no need to cemen
align anything. RUS allows one to obtain the elements of
elastic modulus tensor from a single specimen. In princip3

one can also determine the full anisotropy of mechan
damping, however the method has not been developed.
difficulty is the identification of the vibration mode in que
tion. A further difficulty is the fact that for viscoelastic ma
terials, we may have an asymmetric modulus ten
Ci jkl* (n)ÞCkli j* (n) since there is no strain energy functio
for viscoelastic materials. This can cause a further splitt
of peaks in addition to splitting due to imperfect cubes and
anisotropy. This has not been addressed for RUS; the s
ware, which assumes elasticity rather than viscoelastic
cannot handle such a situation. A further software-rela
issue is the fact that inversion algorithms used to extract
moduli assume elastic behavior, specifically that moduli
independent of frequency. In viscoelastic materials, damp

-

FIG. 10. Comparison of BVS and RUS damping results for cast In–S
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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2861Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 7, July 2000 Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy
implies dependence of the moduli on frequency v via
Kramers–Kronig relations. For example, a constant damp
d entails a modulus which goes as v2d/p, so for d50.01, a
factor of ten increase in frequency increases the modulu
1.48%. Finally, RUS can only reveal damping of the lowe
~torsional! mode in a high-damping material such as a po
mer, as we have observed in this study. The reason is
high damping means broad peaks. Higher modes in RUS
closely spaced, and broad peaks will overlap.

BVS has the advantage of a very wide frequency ra
with no need to appeal to time–temperature superpositio
is therefore particularly suited to composite materials a
biological materials. Anisotropy can be studied, albeit
preparing a set of specimens in different directions.
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